
Welcome to Our World: A Celebration of Children Everywhere! By Moira Butterfield Also Available:
Welcome to Our Table Welcome to Our World: A Celebration of Children Everywhere!Moira
Butterfield is an internationally published childrens author writing for children from under 5s up to
12. We were originally given it as a gift and it kept my daughter engaged over a period of years so I
have also bought this as a gift for English This exceeded my expectations,

Find out how children live all around the world in this beautifully illustrated book!Children all over
the world are very different but they also have much in common. In this beautifully illustrated book
young children can learn all about what people in other countries eat wear and play and how they
speak and celebrate. From breakfasts to birthdays cakes to clothes and hiccups to hellos there are
so many ways to say and do things but everyone shares a love of family friends food and fun. This
delightful book teaches us that despite different languages customs and traditions it really is a small
world after all, A unique warm hearted book to help teach children understanding harmony and
respect. English This is a really interesting and informative book one that children learn so much
from and so do adults! My daughter absolutely loves it: 5year old as their school project is all about
the world and different cultures: Has information kids would just get and love and can relate to. He
found the tooth English Bought this for my 4 year old who has been asking lots of questions about
the world: This book is fantastic!! It has pages than I expected which I’m very happy about. Talks
about the differences and similarities in people around the world in a colourful and easy to English
Love this book. It’s great start for kids to learn about diversity in the world, There are sections in it
such as foods around the world how kids say hello in their own languages and types of houses they
live in etc. The great thing is it emphasises that although children English I bought this book for my
4 year old Japanese/British daughter, I wanted to start introducing her that there are many different
cultures in the world and it's ok to have different appearance/manners/languages: This book
hopefully helps give her an idea and confidence to English Love how diverse this book is! Highly
recommend: English I don’t tend to leave reviews but this book is amazing the children (and adults)
learnt so much at the nursery I bought it for: Was so lovely to explore different countries and their
traditions in a fun and simple way, English Wonderful book for my grandchildren aged 5 and 6.
Packed with information about how other children live their lives, What they eat where they go to
school what pets they have and what they wear plus plenty : There's a chance to practice saying
short words in English My baby is still very small for it but as an adult I am enjoying it: Beautiful
images text and information to set an open mind to other cultures and customs through an early
recognition of how other kids in the world dress eat and talk…. Her many successful books include
non fiction and fiction. She lives in Bath UK with her family.Very informative book with lovely
drawings. My daughter loves it. I brought for my 4. He loves this its beautifully written and
illustrated. I love it English
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